Summary. 1. Single unit responses were recorded from the dorsal cortex (DC), dorsomedial nucleus (DM) and central nucleus (CN) of the inferior colliculus (IC) of chlorprothixene anesthetized house mice. Tone and noise thresholds, spontaneous activities, frequency tuning curves, tone response patterns, spike rate-intensity functions, and tone-innoise response patterns were determined within a 40 dB sound intensity range above the units' thresholds.
Summary. 1. Single unit responses were recorded from the dorsal cortex (DC), dorsomedial nucleus (DM) and central nucleus (CN) of the inferior colliculus (IC) of chlorprothixene anesthetized house mice. Tone and noise thresholds, spontaneous activities, frequency tuning curves, tone response patterns, spike rate-intensity functions, and tone-innoise response patterns were determined within a 40 dB sound intensity range above the units' thresholds.
2. Single unit thresholds were often lower than the average lowest behavioral thresholds, however, the envelope of the neural data resembled the behavioral curve in most of the frequency range (Fig. 2) .
3. Spontaneous activity ranged from 0 to 62 spikes/s with a peak of the distribution at 1-3 spikes/s (Fig. 3) .
4. About 35% of CN excitatory tuning curves were primary-like (resembling those of auditory nerve fibers). The remaining 65% were variable including broad, constant width, closed, tilted and complex shapes. The proportion of tuning curve shapes in the DC was similar to that in the CN, however the DM distribution, in which tuning curves with steep flanks and closed ones dominated, differed significantly from both (Figs. 4, 5) .
5. Tonic, primary-like tone response patterns were found at least at some intensities in nearly 55% of units from all three nuclei (Fig. 8 ). The
Abbreviations: CF characteristic frequency; CN central nucleus of the inferior colliculus; DC dorsal cortex of the inferior collicnlus; DM dorsomedial nucleus of the inferior colliculus; IC inferior colliculus; PSTH peristimulus-time histogram; SPL 9 sound pressure level other response patterns observed were phasic, phasic with some tonic components, pauser, long latency, spontaneous activity inhibited, and no tone response (Figs. 7, 8) .
6. With increasing sound intensity 60% of the units changed their tone response pattern, most frequently to pauser responses (Fig. 9) .
7. Neurons from the three nucleus areas had significantly different shapes of rate-intensity functions (Fig. 10) . Monotonic functions dominated in the CN, peaked ones in the DC and peaked and complex ones in the DM (Fig. 11) .
8. Averaged spike rates of all IC units studied and averaged tendencies for rate increases or decreases changed little with increasing tone level from 10 to 40 dB above the units' tone thresholds.
9. Nine distinct tone-in-noise response patterns were seen when unit responses as a function of noise level were examined. Noise can have facilitating, enhancing, inhibitory, or little influence on the response patterns in tone intervals. In the intertone (noise only) intervals noise can have excitatory, inhibitory or no effects on the unit responses (Figs. 13, 14) . Tone-in-noise response patterns depended both on tone and noise intensities and shifted frequently with changing stimulus intensity. Occurrence rates of the different tone-in-noise response patterns differed significantly between the DC and the DM or CN (Fig. 14) .
10. Averaged across the different nuclei of the IC, about half of tone-in-noise responses differed from those described for the auditory nerve and ventral cochlear nucleus.
11. Tuning curve shapes correlated significantly with the forms of rate-intensity functions (primarylike tuning curves -non-peaked functions; higher order tuning curves -peaked or complex functions). There were also statistically significant rela-
Introduction
More than 10 auditory brainstem nuclei send ascending fiber tracts to the tonotopically organized central nucleus (CN) and to the dorsal cortex (DC) and dorsomedial nucleus (DM) of the inferior colliculus (e.g. Harrison and Howe 1974; Beyerl 1978; Schweizer 1981 ; Willard and Ryugo 1983) . Therefore, extensive re-coding processes of auditory information can be expected to take place in the auditory midbrain center. The important role of the inferior collicutus is stressed by the findings that some sound-evoked reflexes are mediated on the midbrain level (e.g. Groves et al. 1974; Henkel and Edwarts 1978; Thompson and Masterton 1978) and that spectral integration of sound as measured in psychophysical tests (critical band phenomena) seem to be established in the CN of the IC (Ehret and Merzenich 1985) .
Despite its essential contribution to sound processing in the auditory pathway details of neural coding and of the roles of the different IC subnuclei are still unknown. This is especially true with regard to complex sound analysis and the influence of sound intensity on neural coding. The goal of our present study, therefore, is to present a comparison of response patterns of neurons from different nuclei of the IC and an investigation of the dynamics of response patterns to tonal stimuli and to tones in noise, which is a 'simple' complex sound of relevance for the understanding of psychophysical masking and frequency resolution.
Materials and methods

Subjects and surgery.
We describe results from 431 neurons recorded from 44 house mice (Mus museulus, outbred strain NMRI) age 2-4 months and weighing 28-35 g. The animals were injected intraperitoneally with sodium pentobarbital (Nembutal, 80 mg/kg) for surgery. The skin over the skull was removed and the wound margins infiltrated with Xylocaine solution. The animals then were fixed in a head holder and rigidly clamped between the palate and nasal/frontal bones. The mouth bar and tongue were positioned so that the animal's respiratory path was not obstructed. The skull and the dura over the IC contralateral to the direction of the sound stimulus was removed. The animal was then placed on a feedback-controlled heating pad which maintained its rectal temperature at 37_+ 1 ~ Every two hours 0.1 ml Ringer's solution for mammals were injected subcutaneously. Warm Ringer's solution was applied on the brain after every electrode placement.
During the recording sessions a light anesthetic state (animals quiet with no overt indication of pain or distress, but reacting vigorously to foot or tail pinching) was maintained by intraperitoneal injection of chlorprothixene (Taractan, 3.5 mg/kg) supplemented (in 20 animals) by small dosages of Nembutal (10 mg/kg) about every 3 h. Heart and breathing rates in these chlorprothixene anesthetized mice were found to be comparable to those of awake but drowsy and quietly sitting unanesthetized mice (heart rate 9.5/s, breathing rate 3.3/s). Chlorprothixene was chosen for these studies because responses of neurons in the mouse visual system have been shown to be similar to those of unanesthetized preparations (Dr/iger 1975) .
Recordings were made only while the animals were in a stable physiological state, as described above.
Electrode placement and recording equipment. Steel electrodes (impedances 3-10 Mf~) were placed stereotactically, with reference to the 2-point of the skull (Stiebler and Ehret 1985) , on the visible surface of the IC and were advanced into the IC with a remote controlled hydraulic microdrive (Trent Wells, Mark III). The area in which all recordings were made was restricted to 1.0-1.6 mm caudal and 0.5-1.5 mm lateral of the 2-point. This center area of the IC does not include the external nucleus and the anterior and posterior portions of the dorsal cortex and of the central nucleus (Sidman et al. 1971 ; Slotnik and Leonard 1975; Stiebler and Ehret 1985) . In addition to the stereotactically determined recording sites, 12 electrode tracks were reconstructed histologically. Electrolytical lesions were made at the highest CFs (single or multi-units) in a track. Then the brains were processed for frozen sectioning and cresylviolet staining. Figure 1 shows an example of a frontal section with 3 penetrations and the outlines of the nuclei. The dorsal cortex and the dorsomedial nucleus were distinguished from the central nucleus on the basis of comparisons with the stereotactic atlases of the mouse brain (Sidman et al. 1971; Slotnik and Leonard 1975; Willard and Ryugo 1983) and considering the histology of our previous frequency mapping study for this mouse strain (Stiebler and Ehret 1985) . Recording sites in the histologically verified penetrations were all within the nuclei predicted by the coordinates of the electrode tip (with reference to the 2-point).
The electrode output was amplified 1,000 times, filtered (Krohn-Hite, bandpass 0.~6 kHz) and fed in parallel to an oscilloscope, an audio monitor and to channel 1 of a 4 channel tape recorder (TEAC A-2340SX) for later off-line computer analysis.
Stimulus generation. Tone bursts, noise bursts and continuous noise were used as sound stimuli. Tones of known frequency (Kontron counter/timer 6001) were produced by a generator (Wavetek 132), shaped into 300 ms bursts plus 10 ms rise and fall times and 300 ms interburst intervals and fed through an attenuator (Hewlett-Packard 350D) to an electronic adder. White noise from a random noise generator (General Radio 1390-B) was passed through two digital bandpass filters in series (Rockland 852; initial slopes 96 dB/octave) and an attenuator (Hewlett-Packard 350D) to the adder. In addition, filtered noise bursts (shaped like tone bursts, see above) could be sent through a parallel attenuator to the adder. Trigger pulses, synchronized Fig. 1 . Frontal section through the IC with three reconstructed electrode tracks at a position 1.3 mm caudal to the 2-point of the skull. Tracks 1 and 3 demonstrate the medial and lateral borders of recordings from the IC in the present study. Borders between the dorsal cortex (DC), dorsomedial nucleus (DM) and central nucleus (CN) and recording sites of single units in track 2 ( C F = 5.6, 10.5, 21.0, 32.3, 49.3, 59 .3 kHz from dorsal to ventral) are indicated with the tone and noise bursts, were recorded on channel 2 of the tape recorder. The adder output was amplified (HewlettPackard 466A and Exact 170), attenuated (Hewlett-Packard 350D) and fed either to an electrostatic speaker (see Machmerth et al. 1975) , or through an additional amplifier (Hewlett-Packard 6824A) to a dynamic speaker (Transco HTF 80/5). The dynamic speaker was used for frequencies between 1.5 and 20 kHz; in that range its measured response output was flat within • 4 dB at the place of the pinna of the experimental animal. The electrostatic speaker was used for stimulus frequencies between 15 and 80 kHz; it had a flat _+2 dB frequency response.
The mouse was placed on a vibration-damped platform in a sound-proof and anechoic (above 200Hz) room (390 x 300 x 250 cm). All stimulus generation and recording equipment except electrode preamplifiers and speakers were outside this room. Sounds were presented freefield as in previous behavioral studies (Ehret 1975 (Ehret , 1976 . The distance between the dynamic speaker and the animal was 60 cm; the electrostatic speaker was 30 cm from the animal At the end of a recording session, sound pressure levels for tones and noise used in the experiment (SPL or spectrum levels of the noise expressed in dB re 20 gPa) were measured at the place of the pinna contralateral to the IC from which the recordings had been made (Brfiel and Kjaer 6.35 mm calibrated microphone 4135 plus measuring amplifier 2606).
Experimentalprocedure. Tone bursts of variable frequency and intensities of up to about 75 dB SPL were used as search stimuli. When a single unit was encountered, the coordinates of its position were recorded and its characteristic frequency (CF) and lowest excitatory threshold to tones (the threshold at CF) were determined audiovisually as that frequency and intensity at which an increase in activity above the spontaneous level became just noticeable. Since spontaneous rates were generally rather low (see Results) this was usually a straightforward measure. The spontaneous activity was determined next. Then the response threshold to bursts (shaped as tone bursts) of white noise was measured. The noise band was from 1.5 to 20 kHz (the flat range of the dynamic speaker) for units with CFs between 3 and 17.5 kHz and from 15 to 80 kHz (the flat range of the electrostatic speaker) for units with CFs between 17.5 and 60 kHz. A CF tone was then set at 3 dB above tone threshold and the response to 20 tone bursts and 20 inter-burst intervals was recorded. Then continuous white noise (near noise threshold) of either of the two bandwidths (depending on the unit's CF) was added and the response to 20 tone bursts again recorded. Noise intensity was increased to 10 dB above threshold and then in 10 dB steps and recording of the tone response was continued either until the unit responded only to the high intensity continuous noise or until a noise intensity of 50 dB above the initial noise level was reached. Using the same procedures and noise sequences, measurements were made at 20, 30, and 40 dB above tone threshold. These measurements allowed us to determine a) rate-intensity functions to tones from 3 to 40 dB above threshold, b) tone response characteristics as a function of intensity, c) response characteristics to tones in continuous noise and their dynamics. Finally, excitatory tuning curves were taken up to 50 dB above threshold at CF.
Statistics. Two-tailed z2-tests were used to compare distributions of occurrence rates (original numbers, not percentages) among different classes of neurons. The parameter-free U-test was employed for comparing mean values.
Results
Tone and noise thresholds
From the whole sample (431 neurons) three units did not respond at all to tone bursts but responded to bursts of white noise. The units encountered had CFs between 3.8 and 60.3 kHz. Tone thresholds are shown in Fig. 2A , noise thresholds in Fig. 2B . The absolute lowest thresholds were obtained from units with CFs between about 12 and 25 kHz for tonal stimulation and with CFs between 15 and 32 kHz for noise stimulation. A number of units with CFs near 50 kHz had tone thresholds about 10 dB lower than units in the close neighbourhood.
A comparison of thresholds of units from the three nucleus regions of the IC (DC, DM, CN) did not reveal statistically significant differences (U-test).
There was a maximum threshold difference of Dashed lines show the lowest behavioral thresholds measured for this strain of mice (Ehret J 974, 1975, and unpublished) 31 dB among umts with similar CFs in a single animal.
Spontaneous activity
Spontaneous activities are shown in Fig. 3 as the percentages of units in each of 8 classes of spontaneous activity. Most of the units had spontaneous discharge rates between 0.5 and 3 spikes/s. About 1/5 showed rates below 0.5 spikes/s. The highest spontaneous activity measured was 62 spikes/s. There were no significant differences in spontaneous rates among units of the DC, the DM and the CN (U-test).
Tuning curve shapes and Q 1 o dB -values
In order to compare tuning curve shapes and their frequencies of occurrence among the three nucleus regions of the IC statistically, tuning curves were divided into 7 classes (A-G). Representative tuning curves for each class are shown in Fig. 4 . Class A was characterized by a narrow tip region (Q10dB-values>4) and a constant widening of the frequency response range on both flanks as sound intensity was increased. Some of class A tuning curves showed the beginning of a low frequency tail, similar to primary auditory afferents. Class B tuning curves were broadly tuned (Qlo ~B -values mostly <2) and also showed a widening of the frequency response range with increasing SPL at frequencies both lower and higher than the CF. For class C neurons, above a certain intensity level the width of tuning curves changed little (less than 10%). Low and high frequency slopes of class C tuning curves were very steep. Neurons with closed or nearly closed tuning curves belonged to class D. Class E was characterized by a broadening of the frequency response area either toward the low or the high frequency side while the frequency cutoff at the other side remained relatively constant (within 10%). Class E neurons could either be sharply or relatively broadly tuned. The characteristic of class F was a tilting of the tuning curve to either the lower or the higher frequency side. This tilting could go so far that at higher SPLs the neurons no longer showed an excitatory response at their CFs. Finally, class G neurons had a complex excitatory area, for example with more than one peak, or with an enclosed inhibitory region. Figure 5 presents a histogram of the distributions of tuning curves into these 7 classes. About 1/3 of the units in the DC and the CN showed primary-like tuning curves (class A). In the DM, however, tuning curves with steep flanks at both sides (class C) were most common. In general, members of the classes E, F and G occurred least frequently. The distributions of tuning curve occurrences for the DC and CN are significantly different (P<0.05, z2-test) from that of the DM. In the DM tuning curves with steep slopes at one or both flanks and closed tuning curves were most common. Statistically significant differences between DC and CN did not occur. Tuning curve classes A-D were seen in units with CFs in the whole range observed in the IC. Neurons with tuning curves E had CFs between 10 and 40 kHz and those with tuning curves F had CFs between 15 and 35 kHz. Units with CFs higher than 30 kHz had significantly more class A tuning curves than would be expected from an equal distribution (P < 0.01, z2-test).
In Fig. 6 the distribution of QloaB-values (CF divided by the 10 dB bandwidth of the tuning curve) is plotted against CF. Q lo dB -values ranged between 0.6 and 34.4. A linear regression analysis demonstrates a significant increase of the QloaRvalues with increasing frequency of the CF (r= 0.26; P< 0.001).
Tone responses, and their dynamics
For reasons of statistical comparisons, we distinguished on the basis of peristimulus-time histograms (PSTHs) among 7 classes of responses to tonal Stimuli (at any intensity tested) in the absence of noise (Fig. 7) : Class 1 responses were tonic often with a relatively weak phasic component at stimulus onset 9 Class 2 had a phasic 'on' response without evident tonic components 9 In most of the neurons of this class spontaneous activity was suppressed throughout the duration of the tonal stimulus after the 'on' response. Class 3 responses were predominantly phasic with weak activity continuing throughout the duration of the tone bursts. Class 4 had a 'pauser', PSTH, i.e. an 'on' response followed by a short interval with no or few spikes, and then a relatively strong tonic discharge during .... Fig. 7 . Examples of peristimulus-time histograms (based on 20 samples each) for 6 tone response classes (1-6, two histograms for each) and for two units with 'off' responses. Tone duration is from 0 to 320 ms including 10 ms rise and fall times. Ordinate: number of spikes per bin (binwidth 4.7 ms). The last two digits of the unit numbers indicate the SPL of the CF~tone above threshold the rest of the tone burst. Class 5 were long-latency tonic responses without 'on' components. As a rule, the tonic response began more than 50 ms after tone onset, while latencies in classes 1-4 were generally less than 20 ms. In class 6 spontaneous activity was inhibited, and in class 7 no responses during tone duration occurred. Since each PSTH was constructed from the response to only 20 stimulus repetitions, we were unable to unequivocally identify 'chopper' responses. Therefore, class 1 and 4 responses may include also chopper responses. Some units from all classes mentioned also showed 'off' responses ( Fig. 7) , that is, a discharge rate above the spontaneous rate in the interval following the tone bursts. 'Off' responses were observed in 3% of class 1 tone responses, 6% of class 2, 6% of class 3, 4% of class 4, 7% of class 5, 73% of class 6 and 16% of class 7. It is evident that an inhibitory response or no response during tonal stimulation had the highest probability of being followed by a response (above spontaneous activity) in the intertone interval. Figure 8 shows a histogram summarizing the occurrences of these response classes for the different IC subdivisions. With more than 50%, the primary-like tonic responses occurred most frequently in all three nuclei. The actual distributions, however, are significantly different if the DC and CN are compared with the DM (P< 0.01, x2-test). DC and CN distributions are not statistically significantly different.
The histogram of Fig. 8 included responses from within a tone intensity range of 3-40 dB above threshold of the units. It is interesting to consider whether or how tone evoked PSTHs change with intensity. Of the neurons for which data were obtained over a 40 dB intensity range, 60% shifted response categories with increasing sound intensity. 12% of the units changed their response patterns more than once. Some examples for changes with increasing intensity are: from class I to 2 to 3; from 1 to 4 to 5; from 1 to 6 to 7; from 2 to 3 to 1; from 3 to 4 to 1; from 3 to 1 to 2; from I to 4 to 3 to 2; from I to 3 to 2 to 7. While it was very clear that the temporal response characteristics of a neuron's discharge to tone bursts could be strongly influenced by the tone intensity, there were no significant differences in the frequency of the response pattern shifts among units from the DC, DM and CN 0fZ-test). Figure 9 shows that most of the changes of the tone responses started from class 1 (tonic) and ended in class 4 (pauser). No changes were observed from class 6 or 7, i.e. if a neuron did not respond with excitation any more, tone intensity increases did not change this state. The following kinds of changes occurred: 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6, ~;3 § e'o +3b ,~- Fig. 10 . Examples of rate-intensity functions (tone response) for units in the 6 classes (1-6, four units in each plot). Abscissa: tone levels at threshold (7) or 3, 10, 20, 30, 40 dB above tone threshold. Note the different ordinate scales 1-7, 2-1, 2-3, 2-7, 3-2, 3-4, 3-6, 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 4-5, 4-7, 5-4.
A broad spectrum of dynamics of the tone responses could also be seen in rate-intensity functions (Fig. 10) . Again, for statistical comparisons, we divided them into 6 classes. Class 1 was defined by a rate increase in the whole intensity range (up to 40 dB above threshold), or by an increase and a plateau starting not less than 20 dB above threshold. Class 2 functions showed a rate increase up to 3 or 10 dB above threshold and then a plateau (within 20% of the 10 dB rate). Class 3 included neurons which increased their rate to a broad maximum (similar rates for at least 20 dB intensity variation) followed by a rate decrease. Class 4 neurons were marked by a rate increase to a sharp maximum followed by a decrease of more than 50% of the maximum. Class 5 neurons were characterized by an initial increase in the discharge rate, then a decrease by more than 20% of the maximum and a further increase by more than 20% of the minimum. Thus these neurons had rate-intensity functions with dips at intermediate intensities. Class 6 neurons showed more than one peak or dip in their rate-intensity functions.
The histogram in Fig. 11 shows the distribution of the rate-intensity functions of the IC neurons into the classes (only neurons included, for which data up to 40 dB above threshold have been obtained). It is evident that peaked rate-intensity functions (classes 3 and 4) are predominant in the DC, while peaked and complex functions (classes 4, 5, 6) are most common in the DM. In the CN (0), or decrease it (-) when the tone level is increased from 3 to 10 dB (n=254), 10 to 20 dB (n=254), 20 to 30 dB (n= 186), and 30 to 40 dB (n= 136) above the units' tone thresholds about 50% of the units have class 1 and 3 functions. The distribution of rate-intensity functions into the 6 classes is significantly different among all three nuclei of the IC (P < 0.05, zZ-test).
Since there are units increasing and decreasing their response rates with increasing sound intensity, it is interesting to look at the net rate changes of IC units to an increasing tone level. Figure 12 illustrates the percentages of units which increase their rate, maintain a constant rate (within _+ 10%) or decrease it when the tone intensity is increased from 3 to 10 dB, 10 to 20 dB, 20 to 30 dB, and 30 to 40 dB above the units' thresholds at CF. If all neurons had the same thresholds, there would be a significant (P< 0.001, zZ-test) activity increase in the IC when the tone intensity is increased from 3 to 10 dB above threshold. At higher levels the numbers of units with rate increases or decreases are not significantly different up to 40 dB above threshold. The same result is obtained by comparing the average spike rates of all units at different tone levels above their response thresholds. For units with CFs between 12 and 25 kHz (the most sensitive range, Fig. 2 ) the following average spike rates at 3, 10, 20, 30, and 40 dB above their thresholds were calculated: 16, 26, 23, 20, and 18 spikes/ s. An increase in the average rate of the IC neurons is significant only for a tone level increase from 3 to 10 dB above the units' threshold (P<0.01, U-test). A decrease of the average rate is significant only if the 10 and 40 dB above threshold values are compared (P< 0.05, U-test). These results indicate that there is little variation both in the average rate and in the average tendency of the units to increase or decrease their rates, once a SPL 10 dB above the units thresholds is reached.
Tone-in-noise responses and their dynamics
As described in Materials and methods, continuous white noise of increasing intensity was added to the tone bursts which were either 3, 10, 20, 30, or 40 dB above tone threshold. The response characteristics to tones in noise covered a large range of different patterns. For the sake of clarity and to allow quantitative comparisons among the nuclei of the IC, unit responses to tone bursts in white bandpassed noise were classified according to the following characteristics (compare Figs. 13, 14) : Class a were tonic (including tone response types 1, 3, 4, 5) in the tone interval. With increasing noise intensity the rate in the tone interval was either constant (within 20%) or increased above the 3 dB rate. The rate in the inter-tone interval (noise only) also increased following a function similar to that in the tone interval. For noise intensities 30 or 40 dB above noise threshold the sum of the rates in the tone and inter-tone intervals was higher than the rates in the tone interval without noise plus any spontaneous rate in the inter-tone interval. These responses were marked by a good responsiveness to noise and summative or little interaction of tone and noise responses. At high noise levels, units responded irregularly and strongly to the noise (in both tone and inter-tone intervals). Class b responses were also tonic in the tone inter- than 20% higher than in the tone interval at least at one noise intensity. In class e the rate in the tone intervals either stayed constant or increased above the rate without noise. For class f the rate in the tone interval decreased below the rate without noise. In these two cases the units showed a noise preference with either facilitating or suppressing effects on the tone response. Class g responses exhibited, for all noise levels tested, a higher rate in the tone intervals than in the inter-tone intervals. Class h responses were characterized by response rates in tone and inter-tone intervals which became equal (within 20%) at at least two noise levels. Responsiveness to tones and noise changed in a similar way with increasing noise level. Finally, class i responses had in common an initial absence of a response in the tone interval.
With increasing noise intensity either responses both in tone and inter-tone intervals occurred, or responses were seen mainly in tone intervals. In this case, noise stimulation seemed to unlock or facilitate the responsiveness to tone bursts. In addition to this categorization, it was noted when a 10 dB increase of the noise level increased the rate in the tone interval by 20% more than the rate in the inter-tone interval (noise enhanced the responses to CF tones). Such responses were classified as 'k' in addition to those mentioned in the classes above. In Fig. 13 From the PSTHs in Fig. 13 it is evident that the response in the inter-tone (noise only) intervals can be either tonic with short or long latencies (Fig. 13 , class e and f responses). A short latency phasic response is comparable with an 'off' response to the tone bursts (Fig. 13, ' off' occurs and 'off' masked). Figures 13 and 14 clearly demonstrate the enormous complexity of patterns when tone bursts in noise are transformed into neural responses in the IC. Figure 15 shows the percentages of tone-innoise response patterns (within the 40 dB intensity range above tone threshold) in the 9 classes. Most common in all three nuclei of the IC were responses a, b, and c. The distributions are significantly different if the DC is compared with the DM and the CN (P<0.05 and P<0.01 respectively, zZ-test). DM and CN distributions are not statistically significantly different. In addition, the occurrence of k responses is significantly higher in the DM than in the DC (P<0.05, z2-test).
The dynamic behavior of a unit to tone-innoise stimuli can be still more complicated with reference to an increasing noise level than described above. The tone-in-noise response patterns can change with the tone intensity at which the series of increasing noise levels have been started. That is, the response behavior to tone bursts in noise is influenced by both tone and noise levels. Of units for which data up to 40 dB above tone threshold were obtained 78% changed their tonein-noise response patterns when tone intensity was changed. Theoretically 9 x 8 = 72 combinations of changes from one tone-in-noise response pattern to another are possible. Of these combinations 55 (76%) actually occurred. The most frequent change with increasing tone intensity was from response pattern a to b, followed by a to e, a to f, b to c, b to a, c to b and a to i. These 7 combinations of response pattern changes represented 48% of all changes. It is obvious that, in general, response types a and b, which are typical for auditory nerve (a) and cochlear nucleus (a, b) (Ehret and Moffat 1984) , became less frequent with increasing tone level. Other responses (c, d, e, f, i) became more frequent. Interestingly, all units that did not change their response patterns with tone intensity (22%, all nuclei included) had PSTHs of classes a-d, which have been observed or can be expected at auditory centers lower than the IC (see Discussion).
Correlations
There is a highly significant positive correlation between tone and noise thresholds of the neurons studied in all three nuclei of the IC (r = 0.711, P < 0.001). The higher the tone thresholds the higher are, on the average, the noise thresholds. Q lodB" values, i.e. the sharpness of excitatory tuning near threshold is not correlated with tone thresholds.
A chi-square contingency analysis of tuning curve shapes (A-G) vs. tone response patterns (1-7) did not reveal significant differences from a homogeneous distribution, that is, there were no relationships between given tone responses (PSTH patterns) and given tuning curve classes. However, such a statistical analysis showed significant differences (P < 0.05) in a matrix of tuning curve shapes (A-G) vs. forms of rate-intensity functions (1-6). Units with primary-like tuning curves (class A) predominantly (43 %) had non-peaked rate-intensity functions (classes 1 and 2). Peaked rate-intensity functions (classes 3 and 4) were characteristic for units with tuning curve shapes C (54%), D (86%), and E, F, G (52%). Complex rate-intensity functions (classes 5 and 6) were present with rates between 14 and 33% in all the tuning curve classes. Neither neurons which changed nor those which did not change their response patterns with sound intensity showed a significant preference for a certain class of tuning curve or rate-intensity function. In conclusion, tone response patterns and changes of them (determined in PSTH patterns) occurred independently of tuning and of properties of the discharge rate.
A matrix of tone response classes vs tone-innoise response classes showed highly significant relations (P<0.001, X z contingency analysis). This is expected, given the definitions of the categories of tone and tone-in-noise responses. Tonic tone responders most frequently showed tone-in-noise responses a, b and c, phasic tone responders tonein-noise response d, and units with no tone response showed tone-in-noise response i. Neurons which changed their tone response patterns with sound intensity showed a high probability (85%) for a shift of tone-in-noise response patterns with tone intensity. Units with no changes of the tone response patterns showed a change of tone-innoise responses with only 60% probability. This is significantly different (P<0.01, zZ-test) from neurons with a tone response shift. Thus there is a relationship between the intensity dependence of tone response patterns and of response patterns to a complex sound (tone-in-noise) in the IC neurons.
Finally, the form of rate-intensity functions, the tuning curve shape and the spontaneous activity were not related to the tone thresholds (at CF) of the units.
Discussion
Intensity effects and information coding
Influences of sound intensity on the responses of single neurons in the IC became very obvious in the tone response patterns (Figs. 7-10 ) and even more strikingly in the tone-in-noise responses (Figs. 13, 14) . We found that near response threshold primary-like tone responses dominated and that with increasing sound intensity higher order response patterns became more frequent. This means that the neuronal networks of at least 60% of neurons which changed their response patterns to tonal stimulation must be compatible with several response types. Therefore, the different hardwired neuronal networks proposed for the different response types (tonic, phasic, pauser, etc; Suga 1973; Brugge and Geisler 1978) have to be plastic in order to explain observed changes of response patterns with intensity. This plasticity can be realized by an intensity dependent variation of the weight of excitation and inhibition of neural inputs.
Different rate-intensity functions (Fig. 10) are the basis for the surprising finding illustrated in Fig. 12 , namely that the proportions of neurons showing rate increases or decreases or constant rates (when stimulated at their CFs) did not change much for sound intensities higher than 10 dB above threshold. Also, the averaged discharge rates of IC neurons for tonal stimuli of 10-40 dB above the units' thresholds changed little. Therefore, there seems to be a rather broad intensity range of constant total excitation in the IC. Further experiments have to show whether this holds also for higher intensities. Based on our present analysis and considering the 15-30 dB threshold difference of units with similar CFs (in a single animal) we can conclude that the range of a constant total excitation to tonal stimuli should start about 40 dB above CF-threshold of all units with similar CFs at the latest. Thus the dynamic range (determined via discharge rate) of the IC is apparently much smaller than that of the auditory nerve where there is at least 40 dB threshold variation (Liberman 1978) and an increase of spike rate for at least 30 dB (Sachs and Abbas 1974) adding up to a firing rate increase over at least 70 dB. These diffe, rences suggest different principles of sound intensity representation in the auditory nerve and the inferior colliculus. In the IC sound intensity could, for example, be represented in the responses of a sub-population of neurons, as is the case for absolute sensitivity (Stiebler and Ehret 1985) or for binaural interaction patterns (Roth et al. 1978) .
The correlation analysis demonstrated no relation between temporal response patterns (PSTH patterns) of the neurons on the one hand and tuning and spike rate functions on the other. This interesting result (a) suggests a segregation of information processes in the IC into those depending on the temporal structure of the unit responses and others being related to tuning and overall excitation, (b) leads to the assumption that single neurons could be involved in different information coding processes by different aspects of their response behavior.
Differences between DC, DM and CN
Studies on the IC of cats, rats and mice have demonstrated a rich innervation of the DC and DM with descending cortical efferents, while the efferent innervation seems to be only sparse in the CN (e.g. Rockel and Jones 1973; Cooper and Young 1976; Syka et al. 1981; Willard and Ryugo 1983) . These efferents have been shown to exert considerable inhibition on IC units (Massopust and Ordy 1962; Amato et al. 1970) . Also, there are apparently little direct connections from the cochlear nucleus complex to the DC compared with the heavy innervation of the DM and CN (e.g. Ryugo et al. 1981; Oliver 1984) . These findings suggest the CN to have more primary-like, simple response patterns and more Complex ones for DC and DM units. This is consistent with our present results of response properties in the three nuclei. There is a markedly higher proportion of units in the DC and DM with (a) peaked or complex rate-intensity functions to tones and (b) a total inhibition of tone responses by loud noise. One reason for these differences could be an inhibitory influence of the efferents at higher sound intensities. Further, we found less primary-like tuning curve shapes and tone response patterns (PSTH patterns) in the DM compared with both DC and CN. Closed tuning curves and those with steep slopes can be explained on the basis of lateral inhibition among ascending neurons with similar CFs. These quantitative differences of neural response characteristics among the DC, DM and CN of the IC suggest that the anatomically defined nuclei might serve different functions in auditory signal processing. The differences are, however, only relative ones and especially those between DC and CN seem to be less pronounced in the mouse compared with the cat (Aitkin et al. 1975) .
Comparisons with other studies
Thresholds. The lowest single unit thresholds of the IC are considerably lower (up to 25 dB) than the lowest behavioral thresholds obtained from animals of the same strain of mice (Fig. 2; Ehret 1974 and unpublished) . The envelope function of the lowest neural thresholds, however, has a shape similar to that of the behavioral threshold curve (between 5 and 40 kHz). This indicates: (a) There is a close relationship and proportionality between behavioral and neural thresholds at the IC level.
(b) The proportionality shows that the method of threshold determination measured, in fact, auditory sensitivity. (c) The discrepancy between absolute behavioral and neural thresholds suggests that either the behavioral response needs a (to a certain extent) preactivated auditory system or that factors like attention, arousal and motivation shifted the behavioral curve to higher values. Interestingly, behavioral threshold values and lowest neural thresholds coincided at the relative sensitivity maximum at 50 kHz. In view of the great importance of this ultrasonic frequency range for sound communication in mice (e.g. Haack et al. 1983) we might assume that motivation and attention to respond to such frequencies were high in behavioral tests leading to relatively low thresholds.
The single unit thresholds measured in this study do not agree with IC threshold curves measured by evoked potentials in pentobarbital anesthetized house mice (Brown 1973) . The evoked potential thresholds were, in general, 30-40 dB higher than single unit thresholds at all frequencies except around 50 kHz, where they were lower even than the thresholds at 15 kHz. Different anesthetics, body temperatures of the animals, sound stimuli and mouse strains could have contributed to these differences.
Tuning curve shapes. Some of the excitatory tuning curve shapes described in the present study were previously found in the mouse (Willott and Urban 1978; classes A, B, E, G) . Narrow and broad tuning curves (classes A, B, E) and those with several sensitivity maxima (class G) have also been described for cats (e.g. Gersuni et al. 1971; Aitkin et al. 1975) , rabbits ) and ferrets (Moore et al. 1983) . Interestingly, closed and tilted tuning curves (classes D and F) have been described only for bats (Grinnell 1963; Grinnell and Hagiwara 1972; . The 25-28% closed tuning curves reported for awake Molossus ater and M. molossus ) is only little higher than the 16-23% we found in the chlorprothixene anesthetized mice (Fig. 5) . Suga (1971) found that the shapes of higher order neuron tuning curves depend on the rise time of the tone burst stimuli with class D and F shapes occurring frequently for very short (0.5 ms) and class C shapes for rather long (98 ms) rise times. Our results demonstrate that all kinds of tuning curve shapes reported so far for IC units can be obtained with a 10 ms rise time.
At least 64% of the excitatory tuning curves (all classes except A) had shapes deviating from those of auditory nerve fibers (e.g. Kiang et al. 1965; Evans 1975) . This high proportion of higher order shapes manifests the fact that various kinds of excitatory and inhibitory interactions have taken place on the pathways from the auditory nerve to the IC or in the IC itself. Broad tuning curves (class B and most of class E) might result from excitatory convergence of several lower order units with somewhat differing CFs. Inhibitory convergence must account for tuning curve classes C, D, and F.
Tone response characteristics. Tonic, phasic, pauser, long latency and 'off' responses ( Fig. 7) have been previously described for the DC, DM and CN of the mouse (Willott and Urban 1978) . The frequencies of occurrence given in that study cannot be compared with those of Fig. 8 , because we considered response patterns within a 40 dB range above threshold, whereas in Willott and Urban's study intensity was not consistent. In this report, we emphasize that the tone response patterns of a unit change for more than half of the studied neurons; thus, comparisons on a quantitative basis are complex and probably not very meaningful. Tonic, phasic, pauser, long latency and 'off' responses have also been reported for the rat (Maruseva 1971) , cat (Rose etal. 1963; Gersuni et al. 1971 ; Bock et al. 1972 ), rhesus mon-key (Ryan and Miller 1978) and some bats (Pollack et al. 1978; Vater 1981) . These studies and other work on the mouse IC (Willott et al. 1977) have shown that tone response patterns can vary with intensity but data on the frequency of transitions from or to the different classes have not been reported.
We found 72% of the rate-intensity functions of CN neurons to be non-monotonic (all classes except class 1 in Fig. 10 ). Non-monotonic rate-intensity functions have already been described for the IC of the mouse (Willott et al. 1977 ) and the percentage we found corresponds well to the 75% reported for C57BL/6J mice (Willott 1981) . Nonmonotonic functions have also been described for rats (Maruseva 1971) , cats (e.g. Hind et al. 1963; Rose et al. 1963; Gersuni et al. 1971 ) and for various bats (Grinnell 1963; M611er et al. 1978; Pollack et al. 1978; Vater 1981) so that peaked and complex functions are a common characteristic of most neurons in the IC of the mammals studied so far.
Characteristics of tone-in-noise responses.
The peristimulus-time histograms (Fig. 13) and the rate-intensity functions (Fig. 14) demonstrate the great variety of response patterns to tone bursts in a background of continuous white broadband noise. Noise can have excitatory effects and can even enhance the tone response (class k responses) or can facilitate it (class i responses). In typical primarylike responses (class a; Ehret and Moffat 1984) excitation to noise adds up to tone excitation such that with increasing noise level response rates in tone and inter-tone intervals increase until a maximum rate (equal in tone and inter-tone intervals) is reached. A modification of this pattern is found in part of the neurons of the cochlear nucleus where noise has a reduced excitatory effect and also reduces the to/ae response (class b; Ehret and Moffat 1984) . These two basic effects of continuous noise on the neural responses to tones have also been described for units in the IC of bats Engelst/itter et al. 1980) . Class a and b interactions clearly show that tone responses can be masked by continuous noise since at high noise levels the noise is the more effective stimulus and dominates these units' responses. Class a and b response types are consistent with psychophysical concepts of masking in which, at the 'masked threshold', noise is the only stimulus perceived (e.g. Zwicker and Feldtkeller 1967; Scharf 1970) .
None of the other observed response patterns of tones in noise (classes c-i) have previously been described for auditory units at or below the midbrain level. Response patterns c and d, however, can be predicted from the neural responses in the dorsal cochlear nucleus where Young and Brownell (1976) found neurons responsive to tonal stimuli, but unresponsive to noise. Response types c and d can thus be derived from cochlear nucleus response patterns. They are also compatible with the concept of masking, since at higher noise levels noise totally dominates the response by suppressing excitation to zero, and masked thresholds could be calculated from these responses.
Masking as defined above did not occur in response classes e-i. Equal responses in tone and inter-tone intervals due to noise dominance (flat PSTHs) were either totally absent (class g) or present only at a certain ratio of tone and noise intensities (classes e, f, i), so that a masked threshold could not be defined. Nearly 1/4 of all tone-innoise responses within 40 dB above tone threshold belonged to the classes e-i. Since these responses are not predicted by psychophysical masking, it can be assumed that they do not directly determine psychophysical masked thresholds.
All neurons which did not change their response type with increasing tone intensity had tonein-noise responses of classes a-d which are compatible with psychophysical masking results. Therefore, it seems worthwhile to examine the signal-tonoise intensity ratios of these neurons at their masked thresholds to see whether they agree with the signal-to-noise intensity ratios of behavioral masking tests (Ehret 1975 (Ehret , 1976 .
